Acid casein prices slightly decreased, while rennet casein prices remain unchanged. Some buyers are holding off purchases to see where prices lead.

Demand is mixed, as traders are working on Q4 contracts. Acid casein prices slightly decreased, while rennet casein prices remain unchanged. Some buyers are holding off purchases to see where prices lead.

The lactose price range expanded, while the mostly series held steady. Dry whey prices are steady to higher. Some regions are holding off purchases to see where prices lead. The Midwest contacts suggest Class I pulls are lighter and compare bottling during the early school year to be more in line with off-season demand. Milk production rates are similar to last week. Buttermilk powder availability is and has been variable among the regions. Condom milk production remains lighter, while contacts in other parts of the Southeast suggest slight upticks on milk yields. In some areas, condens skim loads are readily available and are traveling to other regions for buyers’ immediate needs. Contacts suggest both cream and milk are plentiful/balanced for both Class I and other uses.

Cheese: The $.90+ spread between blocks and barrels continues to perplex market bulls. Historical patterns indicate the two market will converge, so the elephant in the room is in what manner the convergence occurs, whether block prices retreat or barrel prices strengthen or a meeting in the middle. Cheese production remains mostly busy throughout the country, as milk supplies are generally plentiful. Spot prices in the Midwest remained $2 under to $1.50 over Class. Demand is mixed, but food service orders have ticked up week to week. Mozzarella and other pizza-style cheese producers are saying orders have been increasing, as pizza orders have remained strong despite COVID-related restrictions.

Dry Products: Low/medium heat nonfat dry milk (NDM) prices firmed in all regions this week, on lighter production schedules and more interest from Mexico. Buttermilk powder prices declined in all regions. Buttermilk powder availability is and has been variable among the regions. Dry whey prices are steady to higher. Some international buyers are willing to take on additional whey loads. The lactose price range expanded, while the mostly series held steady. Demand is mixed, as traders are working on Q4 contracts. Acid casein prices slightly decreased, while rennet casein prices remain unchanged. Some buyers are holding off purchases to see where prices lead.

Buttermilk powder prices declined in all regions this week, on lighter production schedules and more interest from Mexico. Buttermilk powder availability is and has been variable among the regions. Dairy processors prepare to cover demands for the baking season and for the year-end festivities. Retail demand has increased week over week ahead of the busy fall season, and food service has continued its slog higher, but still lacks when compared to previous years.

Butter: Across the country, butter production remains active as processors prepare to cover demands for the baking season and for the year-end festivities. Retail demand has increased week over week ahead of the busy fall season, and food service has continued its slog higher, but still lacks when compared to previous years.

### Price Tables

#### Friday CME Cash Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Butter</td>
<td>$1.45</td>
<td>$1.49</td>
<td>$1.48</td>
<td>$1.60</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheese (40# Blocks)</td>
<td>$1.83</td>
<td>$2.13</td>
<td>$2.17</td>
<td>$2.63</td>
<td>$2.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Class III highs are receding, and prices in the short term are normalizing. Unknowns of fall consumer and restaurant demands continue to add volatility to futures markets.

The Mystery of Today’s Milk Market Continues
Given the turbulence of the milk markets, and the markets in general, it is hard to predict where things are going with any reasonable sense of assurance. Class III prices have receded from the summer spike which caused most Pennsylvania farms to be impacted by a larger than usual negative Producer Price Differential. Class I and IV milk have improved from the lows of the spring, but are still off the anticipated pace from the end of 2020. Numerous factors continue to influence these futures, but for the time being, it appears both Class III and Class IV are normalizing in the $17/cwt. and $14/cwt. range respectfully for the rest of 2020. The Pennsylvania All Milk Price should stabilize around $19.25/cwt. for the same period if those prices come to fruition.

The Good and Bad of U.S. Dairy Consumption Trends
USDA recently released the 2019 dairy production consumption data per capita. Figure 1 outlines how fluid milk, total milk product (adjusted by milk fat equivalent), and annual U.S. milk production per capita have trended since 1975. No surprise, fluid milk has steadily decreased over the past 45 years, going from roughly 250 lbs. per person in 1975 to only 150 lbs. in 2019. Despite the drop in fluid milk, total dairy consumption has been steadily climbing for the same time. For the same period, average annual U.S. milk production had kept pace with that demand, until the early 2000s. Since then, U.S. production has outpaced per capita consumption. This isn’t necessarily a concern, given this data does not reflect any export data for the same time period. When examining the recent trends in commercial disappearance versus milk production, the last two months have seen slightly better disappearance than that months production. However, given the continued influences of changing consumer demands and government interventions, supply and demand will continue to be fragile for the foreseeable future. There are some positive trends from consumer markets that exist beyond the reduced fluid milk and stagnant yogurt trends. Figure 3 takes a closer look at butter and total cheese (American, other than American, and Cottage) for the past twenty years. In that time, per capita consumption has increased nearly 26% for total cheeses (from 32 total pounds to nearly 42.5 lbs) and butter has increased by 38% (going from 4.5 lbs. in 2000 to over 6 lbs. in 2019). Hopefully these trends will continue to improve under the pandemic related shifts in eating patterns by consumers.